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Noise Cancelling
Headphones

PX1

Combines best-in-class sound
with adaptive noise cancellation,
22-hour battery life and intelligent
controls that respond naturally to
your behaviour, for a totally
intuitive listening experience

599

$

AHGC20 Noise Cancelling
Headphones
Enjoy beautiful music in
blissful silence without the hassle
of tangled cords with these
headphones featuring Bluetooth
4.0 Dual Mode Connectivity and
Active Noise Cancelling

WAS
$629

399

$

Wireless
Sports Headphones

AHC160

WAS $4396

Diamond Theatre Package

1999

$

Bring immersive surround sound to your favourite movies and
TV programs with this ultimate Wharfedale & Denon set-up
Pack Includes: Wharfedale Diamond 11.4 Floorstanding Speakers • Wharfedale Diamond 11.2 Bookshelf Speakers
Wharfedale Diamond 11.CS Centre Speaker • Denon AVR-X250BT Bluetooth 5.1ch AV Receiver

Built for comfort, durability and
superb sound, plus with the
convenience of wire-free
Bluetooth connection these
headphones give you the freedom
to move with the music

WAS
$199

129

$
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HEOSBAR

High Resolution Soundbar

HEOSSUB

Experience thrilling HD home cinema and sensational music
streaming! Delivers exceptional performance with state of the
art signal processing, amplification and 9 high-performance
drivers. Four 4K-compatible HDMIs let you use the HEOS Bar
even with multi-source AV set-ups, while HEOS integration
allows you to enjoy all your music wirelessly.

1899

$

HEOSCINEMAS24K

Wireless Subwoofer

This wireless subwoofer
adds deep, powerful
bass to any HEOS
device with best-in-class
sound quality. It suits
any room and any setup

1299

$

Soundbar with Wireless Subwoofer

The HEOS HomeCinema HS2 wireless sound bar and subwoofer adds power and depth
to your favorite movies, music and games. Works with Amazon Alexa and Apple AirPlay 2.
Features bi-amplified mid-woofers and tweeters with advanced DSP processing plus
Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital Plus and DTS decoding for immersive sound

WIRELESS
MUSIC
SYSTEM

1699

$

FOR YOUR WHOLE HOUSE

Vertical or
Horizontal placement
HEOS1GOPACKS2

Plug in, connect to your
wireless network and play. Easy.

Go Pack

Take your HEOS1 anywhere
with this Lithium-ion
rechargeable battery pack
that attaches to the base
and provides up to 6 hours
playback

Wireless
Streaming
Listen to music streaming services directly from
your device over your home Wi-Fi.

Multi-room
Network
Add up to 32 zones! Add additional HEOS speakers
to your Wi-Fi network to play in multiple rooms in
your home.

199

$

HEOS1S2

Wireless Speaker with Bluetooth

Amazing sound from a
compact, portable wireless
speaker. Features humidity
resistance, making it the ideal
wireless portable speaker for
damp or steamy environments

WAS $299

249

$

HEOS3S2

Wireless Speaker with Bluetooth

Ideal for small to medium sized
rooms. This compact but f
ull-featured speaker plays cloud
music, music stored on your
phone or tablet, plus USB and NAS
sources and Bluetooth too

WAS $699

499

$

App
Control
Control your HEOS speakers across your home with
the free HEOS app for phones and tablets.

Also in Black
HEOS5S2

Wireless Speaker with Bluetooth

Ideal for medium to large
rooms. Two custom-designed
tweeters, mid-woofers and a
passive radiator powered by
four dedicated Class D
amplifiers

2.

799

$

Also in White
HEOS7S2

Wireless Speaker with Bluetooth

This large speaker is top of the
line, for those who demand the
best, biggest, loudest. It plays
cloud music, music stored on your
phone or tablet, plus USB sources
and Bluetooth too

EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card

999

$

DEMAND SERIES BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Definitive Technology Demand Series high-performance bookshelf speakers deliver full-range, room-filling sound
and precise imaging in a modern, elegant styling. Featuring technology advancements to both our aluminum dome
tweeter and mid-bass driver sections, each speaker delivers an unrivaled sweet spot, smoother high-frequency
reproduction, and three-dimensional image for a technically-advanced, premium bookshelf listening experience.

Demand D7B

Bookshelf Speakers
1” Aluminium Dome Tweeter
+ 4.5” Polypropylene
BDSS/LWR woofer

Demand D9B

WAS $1299

699

WAS $1799

999

Bookshelf Speakers

$

$

1” Aluminium Dome Tweeter
+ 5.25” Polypropylene
BDSS/LWR woofer

5.1
Sub/Sat Speaker Pack

PROCinema 600

Demand D11B

Bookshelf Speakers
1” Aluminium Dome Tweeter
+ 6.5” Polypropylene
BDSS/LWR woofer

WAS $2399

1299

$

Bluetooth Soundbar
with Wireless Subwoofer

W-STUDIO

Delivers the sound excitement
of much more expensive
systems. 5x shelf or
wall-mounted satellite and
center speakers plus 250-watt
powered subwoofer for high
impact bass

WAS $1699

What’s great picture without equally immersive sound
to match? The Definitive Technology W Studio sound
bar system with wireless music streaming is where
high-performance theater sound meets high-resolution
musical reproduction, so you never have to
compromise your listening experience

WAS $2999

999

1999

$

$

Sold as a pair in
Black or White
PROSUB800B

8” Subwoofer

Your ears won’t believe
themselves when you experience the ProSub 800. With
patented digitally-coupled
Infinite Power Source amplifiers and discrete MOSFET
output devices, high definition
resolution reaches perfection

PROSUB1000B

WAS $849

499

$

10” Subwoofer

With a 300W amplifier driving
10” front-mounted, woofer
pressure-coupled to a 10” low
bass radiator, this subwoofer
extends beyond the limits
of audible range to deliver
subsonic energy that rattles
the soul

AW6500 / PAIR

WAS $1099

699

$

Outdoor Speakers

Bringing great audio
quality outside has always
been tricky. The AW6500
puts worry about sound
quality and speaker resilience
to rest with fully sealed
speakers that perform
wonderfully rain or shine

EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card

WAS $999

499

$

3.

The ONE.
FOR ALL.

DN10

Network CD Receiver with HEOS
With the Denon CEOL-N10 your sound
possibilities are nearly endless. Listen to
your favourite CD, stream your playlists
via Spotify, Deezer Premium or Tidal, go
multi-room with the built in HEOS technology, using Bluetooth® or your network.
Enjoy Internet Radio and AirPlay2. And
the most convenient thing: Control this
Mini HiFi system easily via your voice with
Amazon Alexa voice compatibility.

WAS $1699

999

$

Passion, artistry,
technology
For everyone at Denon, Passion, Artistry, and
Technology are more than buzzwords –
they are part of the quintessential philosophy
behind everything they do.
These three elements and decades of
innovation and engineering excellence have
shaped their entire culture.
Every detail of a Denon product is crafted
around these elements with a single goal in
mind: to maximise the entertainment
experience.

AVRX550BT

5.1 Channel AV Receiver with Bluetooth

Delivers quality home theatre at an
accessible price. Enjoy movies and
shows with Full 4k Ultra HD and
Dolby Vision, and five HDMI inputs
(and one output) to support your
media players

AVRX4500H

WAS $899

499

$

9.2 Channel AV Receiver with HEOS

This 4K AV receiver supports IMAX
Enhanced, Dolby Atmos, DTS:X and
Auro-3D for an immersive home
theatre experience. HEOS built-in
and control it all with your voice
through Amazon Alexa. 2 Zone.

WAS $3999

2999

$

AVRX2500H

7.2 Channel AV Receiver with HEOS

Features Dolby Atmos and DTS:X,
the latest video technologies; 4K
Ultra HD, Dolby Vision, HDR10 and
HLG; and 8 HDMI in/2 out all with
HDCP 2.2 support. Built-in HEOS
& Alexa Voice command. 2 Zone.

AVCX6500H

WAS $1999

1399

$

11.2 Channel AV Receiver with HEOS

Premium AV Surround Receiver
with monolithic amplifier design, all
3D audio formats including IMAX
Enhanced, Dolby Atmos, DTS:X and
Auro-3D, and unparalleled music
playback options. 3 Zone.

DP400FB

WAS $7499

4999

$

Turntable

Auto speed sensor for precise
sound reproduction and a strong,
sophisticated design with
re-engineered tonearm

WAS $899

699

$

WAS
$1699

DP450FB

Turntable

Plays cherished albums faithful to
the original recording and comes
with USB port to digitize your
vinyl collection in MP3 or WAV file
quality

Bluetooth Soundbar
with Wireless Subwoofer

DHT-S316

It is now simpler than ever to bring immersive surround sound to your favourite TV programs and movies,
with the ultra-slimline DHT-S316 soundbar. Standing less than 5cm tall, and including a hideaway wireless
subwoofer, the DHT-S316 can deliver thrilling Denon signature surround sound from Dolby Digital and
DTS soundtracks, and also has integrated Bluetooth to receive wireless music from phones, tablets and
computers

4.

799

$

WAS
$1999

EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card

899

$

OVER 60% OFF
REVA SERIES SPEAKERS
REVA

From the proprietary
glass fibre weave
bass and mid range
drivers to the 7 layer
piano gloss lacquer
finish, Reva Series is
stunning inside and
out and will bring
excitement to your
music collection
and home cinema
experience

Floorstanding
Speakers

REVA 4

The largest of the REVA
series and ideal for an
audiophile stereo setup or
equally as part of a
surround sound system

WAS $3399

1299

$

Also in White

REVA SR

Surround Speakers
Enjoy the subtle cues and
rear-channel details crucial
to great home theatre
performance with these
surround sound speakers

WAS $1599

599

$

REVA 3 Floorstanding
Speakers
Slot-loading port technology
means this speaker can perform well even when placed
close to the wall and utilises
Glass Fibre cone woofers

Also in Black

WAS $2599

999

$

Also in White

REVA 2

Bookshelf Speakers
Offers excellent performance
in spaces off-limits to most
bookshelf loudspeakers and
packing a memorable punch
for its size

WAS $1699

599

$

REVA CB

Centre Speaker
Ideally matched for use with
a combination of the Reva
Series’ bookshelf and/or
floorstanding speakers for a
surround sound system

Also in Deep Rose

WAS $1099

499

$

REVA 1

Bookshelf Speakers
These fantastic compact
speakers are ideal for small
audiophile stereo setups or
as surround sound
standmouted speakers

EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card

WAS $1299

499

$

5.

Also in Black & White
Prestige
Centre Speaker

55C

Sound that paints a
thousand pictures
From innovative weatherproof exterior speakers,
to virtually invisible custom built-in models, to
compact high performance home theatre systems
and the more traditional, full-on audiophile towers
and bookshelves, Paradigm has a speaker model
for you. No matter what you’re looking for, from
outdoor sound to thrilling home theatre systems to
pure and natural stereo, Paradigm loudspeakers are
the perfect performance-value solution

Also in White

Prestige
Floorstanding
Speakers

95F

WAS $11,599

1” Tweeter, 8” mid/bass
frequency driver, 2x 8” low
frequency drivers

6999

$

WAS $3299

1899

$

1” Tweeter, 3.5” mid/bass
frequency driver, 4x 5.5” low
frequency drivers

PRESTIGE
Also in Cherry
& White

WAS $3099

45C Prestige
Centre Speaker

1549

$

1” Tweeter, 3.5” mid/bass frequency
driver, 2x 5.5” low frequency drivers

Also in Black

85F Prestige
Floorstanding
Speakers

WAS $8999

1” Tweeter, 6.5” mid/bass
frequency driver, 2x 6.5” low
frequency drivers

4999

$

SPEAKER SERIES

Music is a living thing, born in the studio
and on stage-growing, expanding, taking
over the world. It takes an extraordinary
level of loudspeaker performance to
reproduce that thrilling experience in the
comfort of your home.
That’s the goal of the new Prestige Series

75F Prestige
Floorstanding
Speakers
1” Tweeter, 5.5” mid/bass
frequency driver, 2x 5.5” low
frequency drivers

Also in White

WAS $6999

3599

$

TAKE YOUR MUSIC OUTSIDE WITH THESE GREAT WEATHERPROOF SPEAKERS

STYLUS170 / PAIR

STYLUS370SM / SINGLE

Outdoor Speakers

Outdoor Speakers

1” High frequency driver,
4.5” mid/bass frequency
driver

1” High frequency driver,
6.5” mid/bass frequency
driver

WAS $449
Sold as a pair in Black or White

WAS $599

199

$

Stereo Single in Black or White

STYLUS470SM / SINGLE

STYLUS470 / PAIR

Outdoor Speakers

Outdoor Speakers

2x 1” High frequency driver,
7.5” mid/bass frequency
driver

1” High frequency driver,
7.5” mid/bass frequency
driver

WAS $699

Stereo Single in Black or White

6.

399

$

299

$

WAS $1199

Sold as a pair in Black or White

EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card

699

$

Most people enjoy music. But some people are passionate about it. So are Marantz!
Music should be reproduced - in their opinion - exactly the way the artist intended, because
nothing - absolutely nothing - should get in the way of the music.
That’s why at Marantz they have only one philosophy: “Because Music Matters.”

NA8005

Network Audio Player

With the Marantz NA8005 network audio player, you can
connect to a world of music listening opportunities, including
internet radio, SiriusXM subscription streaming music
channels, and enjoy your favorite tracks from your iPod and
iPhone, as well as connect to your DLNA PC or Mac computer

SR5013

7.2 Channel AV Receiver with HEOS

Enjoy high-definition home theater and multi-dimensional
surround sound with the Marantz SR5013 7.2 channel AV
receiver. It features Dolby Atmos, DTS:X and DTS Virtual:X
decoding for immersive home theatre, and proprietary HDAM
circuit boards for more detailed, dynamic sound. 2 Zone.

WAS $1799

999

Integrated Amplifier

WAS $7999

1299

4599

$

PM6006B

$

Integrated Amplifier

CD6006B

Current feedback architecture: This technology provides very
fast and accurate signal handling, which results in perfectly
balanced stereo sound reproduction as well as a very open
and precise sound stage. Enhanced with performance–
optimising discrete audio circuitry

Ppgraded for peak current at the amplifier stage, which
makes it possible to refine the sound for you in much more
detail. Connect directly to a vast range of digital sources and
use its superior 24bit/192kHz high current DAC to create an
unbelievably high level of audio enjoyment with new media

WAS $999

WAS $1299

599

Integrated Amplifier - Black or Silver

Housed in an elegant compact chassis, the HD-AMP1 digital
integrated amplifier features high resolution D/A conversion
and compatibility with a wide range of uncompressed high
resolution audio formats including WAV, ALAC, FLAC and
AIFF, and is also capable of decoding DSD tracks

WAS $3299

1499

$

CD Player

A match made in heaven for the music lover who wants
nothing but the best performance at an attractive price, and it
is also perfect for lovers of portable music, thanks to its
iPod-digital connectivity. Also features high resolution D/A
conversion

WAS $1199

999

$

HDAMP

11.2 Channel AV Receiver with HEOS

Experience the peak of Marantz AV expertise! The first-ever
11.2-channel Marantz receiver raises the bar for home theatre.
Envelop yourself in thrilling and immersive surround sound with
Dolby Atmos, DTS:X and Auro 3D, the latest codecs able to drive
overhead speakers for a true 3D sound experience. 3 Zone.

WAS $1999

$

PM5005B

SR8012

999

$

PM14S1N1G

$

Integrated Amplifier

PM11S3G

Featuring the best of Marantz’s analog audio technologies,
the PM-14S1 integrated amplifier provides reference class
sonic performance along with the ability to handle the
widest range of sources. There are multiple analog inputs and
outputs, including a high quality phono processor

Integrated Amplifier

This supern Integrated Amplifier delivers flawless audio
performance and features cutting-edge audio technologies
that ensure accurate sound reproduction for maximum
enjoyment of your music. Phono, CD, and auxiliary ports for
versatile connectivity

WAS $6999

WAS $12,999

3499

5999

$

$
EFTPOS • Visa • Mastercard • Q Card
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Listen & You’ll See.

800 Series Diamond

Ex Demonstration

One set only

Next-generation
technologies,
and a whole new
standard for audio
performance.

White or Rosenut
802D3 Floorstanding
Speakers

The 802 D3 delivers pristine,
high-performance sound in any
environment. Its Diamond tweeter
partners with a Continuum cone to
ensure revealing natural sound that will
leave you speechless

WAS $27,999

17,999

$
Ex Demonstration

One set only

Bookshelf Speakers
with Matching Stands

805D3

Floorstanding
Speakers

800D3

The exceptional 805 D3 is the only
stand mount loudspeaker in the world
to feature studio-grade technology
in the form of a Diamond dome
tweeter. It’s capable of delivering
pristine sound from a relatively slight
dimensions, allowing even those
people with smaller listening rooms to
experience True Sound

The flagship model in the 800 Series
Diamond range is more than a speaker.
It’s the culmination of half a century
of acoustic research and engineering,
and the pinnacle of audio performance,
offering unmatched levels of clarity and
realism.

WAS $8798

WAS $39,999

5999

24,999

$

MT50

$

Mini Theatre Sub/Sat Speaker Package

The versatile M-1 satellite provides all five speakers in the Bowers & Wilkins
Mini Theatre System MT-50, providing a full-range, coherent and cohesive
sound from the front to the back of the sound stage.
The M-1 is also compact and discreet enough to fit into relatively small
spaces. Compact and punchy bass is provided by the ASW608 subwoofer

WAS
$2999

2499

$

95 Tuam Street, Christchurch | 0800 255 800 | info@onlinehifi.co.nz
Deals also available at: New Brighton HiFi & TV Ltd, 67 Brighton Mall, New Brighton, Christchurch

